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Hey Traders! We will walk
you through the Last
week journey of the Forex
Market and what lies
ahead for them?
We are committed for our Traders provide better information about the market
and what we are thinking regarding the market relies , we would like if our
client will make profits and create a better reputation for both , for us as well
as for them , and enjoy the trading with the better technology and better
analysis. We like to provide information by our experience Analyst and like you
will have a look on it !!!
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Hey traders! Let’s understand the important fundamentals of major currencies and
commodities and their impact in the coming week…

BRIEF SUMMARY OF FOREX MARKET DEVELOPMENTS
•

DEVELOPMENT IN DOLLAR, EURUSD AND GBPUSD
COMING AHEAD…….
• The Federal Reserve has sent a clear message, and data is once again taking centre stage. Final GDP
estimates for the third quarter are expected to show a relatively low rate of expansion of only 2.1 percent,
ahead of a more robust finish to the year. The November data on durable goods sales is expected to have a
greater impact. Is investment continuing to expand at a rapid rate? The importance of the nondefense ex-air
figure — the core of the core –is greater.
• Core PCE, the Fed's favoured inflation index, is another market-moving data. It has exceeded the bank's
forecast of 4.1 percent in October, and a 4.5 percent print is expected in November. Personal income,
spending, new home sales, and weekly unemployment claims are all of interest. With so many data
presented at once, their impact is amplified if they all point in the same direction — either a positive or
negative picture. Most fourth-quarter economic indicators have been positive thus far, so these preChristmas disclosures may provide additional reasons to be joyful.
• While Omicron has now reached the United States, its economic impact is small compared to that of the
United Kingdom. Lower levels of shopping may be observed in the run-up to Christmas, but this could be due
to earlier spending. President Joe Biden is still hoping to pass his Build Back Better spending proposals before
the holidays, but it's becoming increasingly difficult. Markets anticipate a settlement and do not respond to
daily political stories until the Democrats achieve a final agreement.
• The third-quarter Gross Domestic Product is updated on the economic calendar (GDP). The initial print came
in at 1.3 percent, and similar figures are expected now. Markets will certainly pay extra attention to any
future moves announced by Bank of England officials in the media. The BOE's Chief Economist, Huw Pill, has
hinted that more rate hikes are on the way, and more statements in that spirit could support the pound.
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The US Federal Reserve and the European Central Bank both made monetary policy decisions and updated inflation and growth
predictions. Markets were on hold as a result of the findings, and both took tapering-related measures that failed to elicit directional
movement. Beginning in January2022, the Fed will reduce monthly bond purchases to $30 billion, up from $15 billion announced in
November. This means the Fed will stop buying $20 billion in Treasury bonds and $10 billion in mortgage-backed securities each month,
and rate hikes will begin sooner. According to the Fed's dot-plot, three rate rises are expected in 2022 and three more in 2023.
Inflation predictions for 2021 and 2022 have been raised to 5.6 percent and 2.6 percent, respectively, from 4.2 percent and 2.2 percent
previously. The GDP is now expected to increase at 4% in2022, up from the previous median forecast of 3.8 percent, while the economy
will grow at 2.2 percent in2023, down from the 2.5 percent in September.
The ECB, on the other hand, confirmed that the Pandemic Emergency Purchase Program will conclude in March2022, as planned. To
partially compensate for the termination of the monthly €60 billion bond-buying through PEPP, the Government Council also resolved
to boost its Assets Purchase Program to €40 billion per month in the second quarter of 2022 and to €30 billion in the third quarter of
the year.
Inflation is expected to rise from 2.6 percent this year to 3.2 percent next year, according to the central bank. However, it predicted that
price rise would slow to 1.8 percent in 2023 and stay there in2024, while cutting the growth prediction for 2022 to 4.2 percent from 4.6
percent earlier. Other major central banks announced their monetary policy choices, including the Bank of England, which announced a
15-basis-point rate hike. After that, the primary rate was raised to 0.25 percent from a record low of 0.1 percent.
The war on inflation has only just begun. Is there anything you can do about it if you taper? Probably not, but it's a start toward
reducing price pressure. The next move should be to raise rates, but at a rate of 10 or 15 basis points every other meeting, it could take
years for rates to reach a level where they can have a substantial impact on inflation. Central bankers are aware of this, but they are
unaware of it. They can only hope that bottlenecks will resolve themselves at this stage. The downside is the latest wave of covid, as the
Omicron type is leading to some restrictive measures that may further stifle economic growth and exacerbate supply chain concerns,
which are partly to blame for increasing inflation.
The predicament of rising inflation and weak economic growth was verified by macroeconomic statistics released recently. In
November, the US Producer Price Index increased by 9.6% year over year, while Retail Sales increased by 0.3 percent. In Europe, the
German IFO Business Climate fell to 94.7 in December, while the EU Consumer Price Index remained unchanged at 2.6 percent year
over year in November.
The "Old Lady" was the first among major central banks to raise borrowing costs this week, boosting the GBP/USD and outweighing
Omicron's concerns. Making Mark Carney a "material marriage"— when the then-BOE Governor Carney was accused of misleading
markets about monetary policy, he was dubbed "unreliable boyfriend." Andrew Bailey, his successor, appears to have sailed right by
him. The BOE has stunned markets after stunning markets in November by not hiking rates. It happened without notice and without a
press conference.
Bailey described the move in subsequent media interviews as a reaction to high inflation–5.1 percent according to the latest reading for
November –and growing salaries. The near-unanimous 8:1 vote added to the surprise, lifting sterling even further. The Bank of
England's communication and market influence outperformed the Federal Reserve. Markets were persuaded by the world's most
powerful central bank to double the pace of tapering and deliver— from $15 to $30 billion. In March, the Fed's balance sheet is
expected to stabilise.
What happens in the month of March? On the one hand, the predictions from the Washington-based organisation hint to three raises
in2022, which is more than expected. On the other side, Fed Chair Powell seems hesitant to raise borrowing costs so soon, perhaps
opening the door to balance sheet reduction. The dollar was unable to rise too swiftly as a result of this.
Market reaction to the rapid spread of the Omicron version in the UK and abroad was mixed. Although there is no doubt about the
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strain's high contagiousness, there is hope that the strain will be less severe and that booster doses will be effective enough
to cope
with it. The politics of dealing with the infection affected Sterling more than the sickness itself. When passing new limits, Prime Minister
Boris Johnson faced the largest revolt of his Conservative Party in his premiership thus far, while other scandals also harmed his
authority.

Technical View on Bitcoin

FUNDAMENTAL ASPECT

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Bitcoin's future is unknown, but one professor has warned that the world's most popular cryptocurrency
may be phased out in the near future. "Bitcoin itself may not endure that much longer," said Eswar Prasad,
a senior professor of international trade policy at Cornell University, on CNBC's "Squawk Box Europe"
earlier this month. Bitcoin's price has been extremely unpredictable in recent years, with one coin falling
from roughly $58,000 to less than $46,000 in the previous month. While there were once only a few
cryptocurrencies, there are now hundreds, with some being more useful and ecologically friendly than
bitcoin. Most cryptocurrencies are built on the blockchain technology. It's simply a global network of
computers that maintains a digital ledger of virtual currency transactions. "Bitcoin's implementation of
blockchain technology is inefficient," according to Prasad, author of "The Future of Money: How the Digital
Revolution is Transforming Currencies and Finance." The cryptocurrency Bitcoin hit 90% of its maximum
supply on December 13th. According to blockchain.com, 18.89 million Bitcoins have already been mined
and are circulating on the market, out of a total supply of 21 million. On January9,2009, the first block,
consisting of 50 Bitcoins, was mined, marking nearly 12 years since the first block was produced. Bitcoin is
one of the few cryptocurrencies with a finite supply, for those who are unfamiliar. Satoshi Nakamoto, the
creator of Bitcoin, set a limit of 21 million coins to make the cryptocurrency scarce and prevent inflation
from arising from an endless supply. Although it may appear like the world's most popular cryptocurrency
is nearing exhaustion, according to blockchain.com, Bitcoin's halving schedules estimate that the
remaining 10% supply will last until February 2140. Furthermore, the complete quantity of Bitcoins is not
accessible for distribution on the open market. According to Chainalysis, a data analytics business, roughly
3.7 million Bitcoins have already been lost owing to a variety of factors, including loss of access to one's
private key, death, and so on.

For the past two weeks, the price of bitcoin has been trapped between the 21-week Simple Moving Average (SMA) of $51,782 and the 50-week SMA of $44,730. BTC breached through the 50-week SMA on December4, but it immediately rebounded. The huge
crypto is slowly slithering its way back to retest the crucial support level as the sell-off continues. A weekly close below the 50-week SMA at $44,730 signals a significant change in trend from bullish to bearish. This scenario could also indicate that Bitcoin's
price is on the verge of collecting liquidity below the $40,596 support level. While this liquidity run may cause BTC to fall below$40,000, this is only a momentary drop. Investors should expect the pioneer cryptocurrency to consolidate here in the long haul
before travelling to $30,000 or the liquidity below it. Surprisingly, this downswing is required to trigger stop-losses resting below a significant $29,860 level, which is MicroStrategy's average buy-in price. The business intelligence software company has
purchased 122,477 BTC so far, accounting for 0.53 percent of all BTC in circulation. MicroStrategy's total Bitcoin holdings are valued $5.76 billion, indicating a profit of nearly 56 percent. Many whales or long-term holders who are betting on BTC are likely to
have an average price that is similar to MicroStrategy's or somewhat lower.

TRADING STRATEGY (LAST WEEK PERFORMANCE)
BUY VIEW: BUY ON DIPS NEAR $47000-$48000, WITH STOP LOSS OF $44000 ON CLOSING BASIS OR THE TARGETS OF $54000 AND THEN $56000”. HIGH MADE $51,936, TRADE
RUNNING
SELL ON RISE NEAR $50,000-$52,000 WITH STOP LOSS OF $57,500 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE FINAL TARGET OF $42,000. LOW MADE $45,456, BOOK FULL PROFIT AT CMP 46,475
TRADING STRATEGY
BUY TRADE: TRADE RUNNING
SELL TRADE: NO SELL SETUP

Gold Views

Gold [XAUUSD]Analysis [Fundamental Snapshot and Next Week Calendar]
General Theory: When there is a fear across the globe, major economies rush towards the investment in gold. Currently, we are govern by the Corona Virus fear and US being on the top list
of infected person is majorly affected, however, currently all the economies are suffering from this pandemic but US being the world largest economy may outweigh the others. So, it affect
the dollar in some or the other way which in turn leads to gold prices to rally, as there is inverse relationship between dollar and gold.

GOLD MACROECONOMIC ANALYSIS?
•

•

•
•

•

XAU/USD came under bearish pressure on Tuesday after drifting sideways and closing little altered on Monday. According to US data, producer prices rose at their fastest rate in more than a decade
in November, with the Producer Price Index (PPI) rising to 9.6% on a yearly basis. Gold slid toward the lower limit of its two-week-old range of $1,770 as investors priced in a harsh Federal Reserve
policy outlook.
The Fed stated on Wednesday that starting in mid-January, it will increase the rate of asset tapering to $30 billion per month. More notably, the revised Summary of Economic Projections, or 'dot
plot,' revealed that policymakers' median prediction for rate hikes in 2022 was three. Gold fell to its lowest level since early October at $1,753 as a result of the Fed's aggressive policy statement.
During the press conference, FOMC Chairman Jerome Powell stated that raising the policy rate before the taper was completed would be inappropriate, and market expectations for a rate hike as
early as March remained unchanged. In addition, the yield on a 10-year US Treasury bond failed to rise beyond 1.5 percent, allowing XAU/USD to reverse course.
The Bank of England (BOE) raised its policy rate by 15 basis points on Thursday, predicting that inflation could reach 6% by April 2022. In March, the European Central Bank (ECB) announced that the
Pandemic Emergency Purchase Program (PEPP) would come to an end. To mitigate the impact of policy tightening on markets, the ECB decided to increase purchases under the Asset Purchase
Programme (APP) from €20 billion to €40 billion in the second quarter. The bank intends to reduce purchases to €30 billion in the third quarter and €20 billion in the second quarter going future. In
terms of inflation, the ECB raised its 2022 HICP forecast from 1.7 percent in September projections to 3.2 percent.
Reports that the coronavirus Omicron form is far more contagious than the Delta variety weighed heavily on market mood in the second half of the week, in addition to inflation fears. On Thursday,
the UK reported more than 80,000 confirmed cases, and preliminary studies suggested that Omicron was far more resistant to two doses than prior strains. Global equities indices have experienced
significant losses, reflecting the risk-averse market environment, while gold has continued to gain ground heading into the weekend.

TECHNICAL VIEW ON GOLD
For the first time since late November, XAU/USD closed above the 200-day SMA on Thursday, then rose to a new December high of $1,814 on Friday. Near the 38.2 percent Fibonacci
retracement level of the most recent upswing, resistance appears to have emerged. If the pair rallies above that level and confirms it as new support, it may go for $1,835 as a target
(Fibonacci 23.6 percent retracement). $1,800 (psychological level, Fibonacci 50% retracement, 50-day SMA, 200-day SMA) aligns as substantial support on the downside. Buyers are
likely to maintain control of gold's movement as long as this level persists. Meanwhile, on the daily chart, the Relative Strength Index (RSI) indicator is above50, corroborating the idea
that bullish momentum is rising. Below$1,800, $1,790 (100-day SMA) may be considered as the next level of support (Fibonacci 61.8 percent retracement).

GOLD CLIENT POSITIONING (NET LONG vs NET SHORT)
Gold: According to retail trader data, 77.53 percent of traders are net-long, with a long-to-short ratio of 3.45 to 1. The number of traders who are net-long is down 6.37
percent from yesterday and down 12.37 percent from last week, while the number who are net-short is down 4.55 percent from yesterday and up 13.35 percent from
last week.
We tend to be contrarians when it comes to crowd sentiment, and the fact that traders are net-long on gold signals that prices will continue to decline.
Traders are, however, less net-long today than they were yesterday and last week. Despite the fact that traders are net-long, recent changes in mood suggest that the
present Gold price trend may shortly reverse higher.
COMING AHEAD…….
In the lack of high-tier macroeconomic data releases, risk perception will continue to influence financial markets at the start of next week. If investors remain concerned about the potential negative impact of the Omicron version on activity and inflation expectations, gold is likely to find
demand as a conventional safe haven.
The US Bureau of Economic Analysis will announce its third-quarter Gross Domestic Product final estimate on Wednesday (GDP). Investors estimate annualised GDP growth will remain constant at 2.1 percent, resulting in a modest market reaction.
On Thursday, the Fed's favoured inflation gauge, the Personal Consumption Expenditures (PCE) Price Index, will be scrutinised for new momentum. The Core PCE Price Index, which excludes volatile food and energy costs, is predicted to grow to 4.5 percent from 4.1 percent in November on
a year-over-year basis. Market investors may choose to disregard this inflation news ahead of the Christmas holiday because they already know how the Fed intends to limit price pressures.

TRADING STRATEGY (LAST WEEK PERFORMANCE)

FRESH TRADES

SELL ON RISE NEAR $1795-$1800, WIH STOP LOSS OF $1815 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF
$1770 AND THEN $1760. TRADE RUNNING

BUY TRADE: BUY ON DIPS BETWEEN $1785-$1790, STOP LOSS $1775 ON CLOSING BASIS, FOR THE
TARGETS OF $ 1820 AND THEN $1830.

BUY TRADE: BUY ON DIPS BETWEEN $1760-$1765, STOP LOSS $1745 ON CLOSING BASIS, FOR THE
TARGETS OF $ 1785 AND THEN $1795. BOTH TARGETS ACHIEVED

SELL TRADE RUNNING

Technical View Chart of EUR/USD
The EUR/USD currency pair is currently trading at1.1320, only a few pips above the 23.6 percent retracement of
its November slump, with gains falling short of reaching the next Fibonacci resistance level at 1.1380. The
technical prognosis remains unchanged, with long-term risk weighted to the downside. The weekly chart shows
that the EUR/USD is still trading substantially below all of its moving averages, with the 20 SMA crossing below
the 100 SMA, indicating widespread selling pressure. Simultaneously, technical indications remain negative, with
the RSI settling around 30 and the Momentum barely recovering from a new multi-week low. The EUR/USD is
neutral on the daily chart, developing above a flat 20 SMA but below decisively negative longer ones. In the time
range in question, technical indicators are hovering around their midpoints, with no evident directional strength.
Only a break above1.1380, as it has been since mid-November, might favour a recovery towards a long-term static
resistance level around 1.1470. Support levels, on the other side, are found at 1.1250 and1.1185, the latter being
the year low. A break below it should allow a test of the 1.1000 figure to take place.

EURUSD CLIENT POSITIONING (NET LONG vs NET SHORT)
EUR/USD: According to retail trader data, 71.31 percent of traders are net-long, with a long-to-short ratio of
2.49 to 1.
According to retail trader data, 71.31 percent of traders are net-long, with a long-to-short ratio of 2.49 to 1.
Traders are more net-long today than they were yesterday and last week, and the present sentiment combined
with previous movements offers us a stronger EUR/USD bearish contrarian trading bias.

TRADING STRATEGY (LAST WEEK PERFORMANCE)
POSITIONAL SELL: SELL ON RISE NEAR $114.80-$115.00 WITH STOP LOSS OF 116.00 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $113.80 AND THEN
$113.50. SELL NOT EXECUTED
POSITIONAL BUY: BUY AT CMP $1.1317, ADD MORE ON DIPS NEAR $1.1200 WITH STOP LOSS OF $1.1170 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF
$1.1420 AND THEN $1.1500. HIGH MADE $1.1349, REVISE STOP LOSS TO $1.1100 ON CLOSING BASIS, TRADE RUNNING

FRESH STRATEGY
POSITIONAL SELL: SELL ON RISE NEAR $1.1260-$1.1280 WITH STOP LOSS OF 1.1350 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $1.1180 AND THEN $1.1150.
POSITIONAL BUY: TRADE RUNNING
NOTE: HERE CLOSING BASIS STOP LOSS MEANS THAT PAIR MUST CLOSE ABOVE/BELOW THE STOP LOSS LEVEL ON THE DAILY BASIS THEN WE WILL CONSIDER THE STOP LOSS AS HIT

Technical View Chart of GBP/USD
Although the pound/dollar has recovered, bears remain in command. While bearish momentum has
slowed and cable has broken above the downtrend channel, the pair has formed a double-top
above1.3380, which is crucial for further recovery. The fact that the GBP/USD trades far below the50,100,
and 200-day Simple Moving Averages continues to favour bears (SMAs). After1.3380, the next cap is1.3405,
which is a fall support line. Then there's1.3515, which stymied a recovery attempt in mid-November. a
swing low from November, provides some support, as does1.3280, a mid-December resistance line. The
1.3175 low in 2021 is important support on the downside. If British hospitals become overcrowded,
Sterling's edge may disappear. In response to positive US data, the dollar may steadily rise. Overall, the
downside has a larger margin of safety than the upside. The week coming up to Christmas may see some
range trading, with the GBP/USD pair perhaps advancing later, particularly in the longer term. Following the
Bank of England's surprise rate hike, targets have been raised.

GBPUSD CLIENT POSITIONING (NET LONG vs NET SHORT)
GBP/USD: According to retail trader data, 78.09 percent of traders are net-long, with a long-to-short ratio of 3.57
to 1. The number of traders who are net-long is up 3.31 percent from yesterday and up 7.67 percent from last
week, while those who are net-short is down 21.54 percent from yesterday and down 22.41 percent from last
week.
We usually take the opposite side of popular sentiment, and the fact that traders are net-long on the GBP/USD
signals that prices may continue to decrease.
Traders are more net-long today than they were yesterday and last week, and the combination of current sentiment
and recent movements offers us a greater contrarian trading inclination in the GBP/USD.

TRADING STRATEGY (LAST WEEK PERFORMANCE)
NO SELL SETUP
BUY ON DIPS NEAR $1.3140-$1.3160 WITH STOP LOSS OF $1.3100 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $1.3300 AND THEN $1.3350. FIRST TARGET ACHIEVED
TRADING STRATEGY

BUY SETUP: BUY ON DIPS NEAR $1.3160-$1.3180 WITH STOP LOSS OF $1.3100 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $1.3300 AND THEN $1.3350.
SELL SETUP: NO SELL SETUP

Technical View Chart of AUD/USD
The AUD/USD pair has extended its earlier rebound to about0.7210, the 38.2 percent retracement of its
0.7555/0.6992 loss, and is currently trading above the 23.6 percent retracement of the same decline at0.7125, the
immediate support level. Given that AUD/USD encountered sellers near its 100 SMA while also retreating from the
indicated Fibonacci level, the risk remains biassed to the downside on the weekly chart. Technical indicators have
remained directionless within negative levels, implying that another leg south is possible. The daily chart's
technical indicators point to a bearish trend ahead. The AUD/USD pair is barely holding above a bearish 20 SMA,
while technical indicators have shifted downward, with the Momentum hovering around its midpoint and the RSI
now in negative territory. Once above the indicated weekly high, further increases towards 0.7300 are likely,
however a consistent advance is currently out of the question. A breach below 0.7125 might send the pair down,
first to 0.770 and then to 0.6990. The weekly and monthly perspectives favour bears, but the quarterly perspective
favours bulls. However, a big proportion of the questioned experts in the longer-term views see the pair varying.
The pair is seen above 0.7000 on average. The moving averages are portraying a mixed picture on the Overview
chart, but there is no clear directional strength. In the monthly and quarterly views, the range of possible targets is
fairly broad, implying a significant level of scepticism among speculative interest.

AUDUSD CLIENT POSITIONING (NET LONG vs NET SHORT)

According to retail trader data, 69.47 percent of traders are net-long, with a long-to-short ratio of 2.28 to 1.
The number of traders who are net-long is down 6.72 percent from yesterday and up 0.94 percent from last
week, while those who are net-short is down 12.38 percent from yesterday and 16.30 percent from last week.
We usually take the opposite side of popular sentiment, and the fact that traders are net-long on the
AUD/USD signals that prices may continue to decrease.
We usually take the opposite side of popular sentiment, and the fact that traders are net-long on the
AUD/USD signals that prices may continue to decrease.
TRADING STRATEGY (LAST WEEK PERFORMANCE)
POSITIONAL BUY TRADE: BUY ON DIPS NEAR $0.7040-$0.7060 WITH STOP LOSS OF $0.6990 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $0.7200 AND $0.7250. BUY NOT
EXECUTED, CALL VALID FOR THIS WEEK ALSO
POSITIONAL SELL: NO SELL SETUP
TRADING STRATEGY
POSITIONAL SELL: SELL ON RISE NEAR $0.7150-$0.7170 WITH STOP LOSS OF $0.7200 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $0.7070 AND THEN $0.7040.
POSITIONAL BUY: BUY ON DIPS NEAR $0.7040-$0.7060 WITH STOP LOSS OF $0.6990 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $0.7200 AND $0.7250.

Technical View Chart of USD JPY
Even while the pair is vulnerable to the vagaries of the latest episode of pandemic risk aversion, technical considerations
support a move higher in the USD/JPY. The MACD (Moving Average Convergence Divergence) and the Relative Strength
Index (RSI) are both at neutral this week due to the lack of end-to-end action. On Wednesday, the MACD came close to
crossing the signal line, but the decrease on Thursday prevented it. Given their directional trend in December, both
indicators give a foundation for a higher USD/JPY. After the spike on November26, the Average True Range could only go
down, but the volatility suggests that the area above 113.00 will be the testing ground for an eventual ascent. On Friday,
the effective highs were 113.78 and113.83, respectively, based on the 21-day and 50-day moving averages. Since these
averages did nothing to stop the USD/JPY from rising and falling on Wednesday and Thursday, their ability to resist
encroachment higher appears questionable. Should the USD/JPY fall below112.00, the 100-day MA will be a solid addition
to support at that level.

USDJPY CLIENT POSITIONING (NET LONG vs NET SHORT)
USD/JPY: According to retail trader data, 34.90 percent of traders are net-long, with a short-to-long ratio of 1.87 to 1. The number of net-long traders
is down 11.89 percent from yesterday and 14.78 percent from last week, while the number of net-short traders is down 10.21 percent from yesterday
and 6.65 percent from last week.
We usually take the opposite side of crowd mood, and the fact that traders are net-short on the USD/JPY signals that prices will continue to rise.
Traders are net-shorting more today than they were yesterday and last week, and the combination of current sentiment and recent movements gives
us a stronger USD/JPY contrarian trading inclination.
TRADING STRATEGY (LAST WEEK PERFORMANCE)
POSITIONAL BUY: BUY ON DIPS BETWEEN $110.80-$111.20, STOP LOSS: $110.00 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $112.00 AND THEN $112.50. BUY NOT
EXECUTED,
POSITIONAL SELL: SELL ON RISE NEAR $113.00-$113.50, STOP LOSS $114.00 ON CLOSING BASIS, FOR THE TARGETS OF 112.20 AND THEN $111.70. TRADE RUNNING
TRADING STRATEGY
POSITIONAL BUY: BUY ON DIPS BETWEEN $113.50-$113.70, STOP LOSS: $112.50 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $114.50 AND THEN $115.00
POSITIONAL SELL: TRADE RUNNING

Disclaimer
The trading ideas discussed or recommended in this report may not be suitable for all investors. Investors should use this research as one input into formulating an investment
opinion. Additional inputs should include, but are not limited to, the review of other. This is not an offer (or Solicitation of an offer) to buy/sell the currency/instruments
mentioned or an official confirmation. Star Financial Ltd (Starfinex) is not responsible for any error or inaccuracy or for any losses suffered on account of information contained
in this report. This report does not purport to be offer for purchase and sale of share/ units. We and our affiliates, officers, directors, and employees, including persons involved
in the preparation or issuance of this material may: (a)from time to time, have long or short positions in, and buy or sell the securities thereof, of company (is) mentioned
herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such currency and earn brokerage or other compensation discussed herein or act as advisor or lender or borrower to
such company (is) or have other potential conflict of interest with respect to any recommendation and related information and opinions. The same persons may have acted
upon the information contained here. No part of this material may be duplicated in any form and/or redistribute without Trade Mudra prior written consent

Traders please maintain your trades according to the level given above.
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written consent.
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”MONEY MADE
SIMPLE.”

